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ever since jacob reckless was a child he has been escaping to a hidden world through a portal in his father s abandoned study over the
years he has made a name for himself as a finder of enchanted items and buried secrets he s also made many enemies and allies most
important fox a beautiful shape shifting vixen whom jacob cares for more than he lets on but life in this other world is about to change
tragedy strikes when jacob s younger brother will follows him through the portal brutally attacked will is infected with a curse that
is quickly transforming him into a goyl a ruthless killing machine with skin made of stone jacob is prepared to fight to save his brother
but in a land built on trickery and lies jacob will need all the wit courage and reckless spirit he can summon to reverse the dark spell
before it s too late the captivating sequel to inkheart the critically acclaimed international bestseller by cornelia funke available for
the first time in a beautifully designed trade paperback although a year has passed not a day goes by without meggie thinking of inkheart
the book whose characters became real but for dustfinger the fire eater brought into being from words the need to return to the tale
has become desperate when he finds a crooked storyteller with the ability to read him back dustfinger leaves behind his young apprentice
farid and plunges into the medieval world of his past distraught farid goes in search of meggie and before long both are caught inside the
book too but the story is threatening to evolve in ways neither of them could ever have imagined jacob reckless returns once again to
the mirrorworld filled with profound characters extraordinary creatures and epic life or death treasure hunts that could only come
from the mind of the master storyteller of our generation cornelia funke jacob reckless has only a few months left to live he s tried
everything to shake the fairy curse that traded his life for his brother s legends such as the all healing apple the well of eternal youth
the blood of a northern djinn and yet hope after hope is extinguished after months of fruitless searching jacob journeys through his
father s mirror one final time to deliver the bad news to fox but there they hear of one last possibility an item so legendary that not
even mirrorworlders believe it exists a crossbow that can kill thousands or heal one when shot through the heart but a goyl treasure
hunter is also searching for the prized crossbow jacob must find it first and somehow convince fox to do whatever it takes to save him
a magical winter s tale set in mirrorworld london in a land of elves mermaids and trolls true magic is where you least expect it in the
snow covered city of londra young tabetha survives by finding treasures in the mudbanks of the river themse on christmas eve a sinister
stranger asks her to keep her eyes open for a priceless long lost magical object the glass of lead and gold as word of the glass spreads
across the city tabetha finds hersef with some unlikely companions not least a one armed girl with a rather impressive soup chef but
will tabetha discover that there are even greater fortunes to be found than the magical glass cornelia funke is the highly acclaimed
award winning and bestselling author of the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord and the reckless series which is published by
pushkin born in 1958 in the german town of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before turning first to illustration
and then to writing her books have now sold more than 20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into 37 languages
cornelia lives in los angeles the thrilling fourth instalment in cornelia funke s internationally bestselling reckless series the fourth
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adventure through the mirror leads to the far east where jacob and fox finally track down will who is travelling with rival hunter
nerron in spite of his misgivings jacob agrees to go with them to the island of the foxes in quest of another magical mirror but their
search quickly leads them into more peril and as jacob seeks security for himself and fox he is reminded of a disturbing promise he once made
that now threatens everything full of fairy tales and legends old friends and new enemies the silver tracks is the long awaited fourth
volume in the thrilling reckless series life in the inkworld has been far from easy since the extraordinary events of inkspell when the story
of inkheart magically drew meggie mo and dustfinger back into its pages with dustfinger dead and the evil adderhead now in control the
story in which they are all caught has taken an unhappy turn even elinor left alone in the real world believes her family to be lost lost
between the covers of a book but as winter comes on there is reason to hope if only meggie and mo can rewrite the wrongs of the past
and make a dangerous pact with death the final book in the inkheart trilogy enter the magical world behind the mirrors the thrilling first
instalment in the reckless series by renowned bestselling author cornelia funke jacob has uncovered the doorway to another world
hidden behind a mirror it is a place of dark magic and enchanted objects scheming dwarves and fearsome ogres fairies born from water and
men born from stone here he hunts for treasure and seeks adventure in the company of fox a beautiful shape shifting girl who guides and
guards him but now jacob s younger brother has followed him into the mirrored world and all that was freedom has turned to fear
because a deadly curse has been spoken and jacob must risk his life to reverse it before his brother is turned to stone forever revised and
updated by cornelia funke the petrified flesh is the first book in the thrilling reckless series the beloved and bestselling author of inkheart
returns with a chapter book full of mischief heart hilarious illustrations and pet monsters goodbye earthworms hello chocolate cake
ruffleclaw is a furry red monster who lives under a toolshed and he s sick of eating bugs when he decides to move in with a family of
humans he climbs right into bed with a boy named tommy tommy wants to keep ruffleclaw as a pet but it won t be easy ruffleclaw makes
huge messes he spits he drinks shampoo and he eats everything in the fridge along with the plates can tommy teach his monster to behave
cornelia funke s signature touch of imagination and humor delights young readers in her chapter books emma and the blue genie the pirate
pig and ruffleclaw brave young dragon firedrake and his orphan friend ben start a perilous journey to the legendary rim of heaven but
close behind is a heartless monster who aches to destroy the very last dragons on earth jacob reckless returns once again to the
mirrorworld filled with profound characters extraordinary creatures and epic life or death treasure hunts that could only come from
the mind of the master storyteller of our generation cornelia funke jacob reckless has only a few months left to live he s tried
everything to shake the fairy curse that traded his life for his brother s legends such as the all healing apple the well of eternal youth
the blood of a northern djinn and yet hope after hope is extinguished after months of fruitless searching jacob journeys through his
father s mirror one final time to deliver the bad news to fox but there they hear of one last possibility an item so legendary that not
even mirrorworlders believe it exists a crossbow that can kill thousands or heal one when shot through the heart but a goyl treasure
hunter is also searching for the prized crossbow jacob must find it first and somehow convince fox to do whatever it takes to save him
the new york times bestselling author of inkheart and dragon rider delivers an inventive re imagining of the knight in shining armor story
publishers weekly starred review igraine dreams of becoming a famous knight just like her great grandfather but the truth is life at the
family castle is rather boring until the nephew of the baroness next door shows up he s got a dastardly plan to capture the castle and
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claim as his own the wonderful singing spell books that belong to igraine s magician parents to make matters worse at the very moment
of the siege her mom and dad botch a spell turning themselves into pigs aided by a gentle giant and a sorrowful knight it s up to igraine
to be brave and save the day and the books illustrated with pen and ink sketches of igraine in action plus many tiny tomes sporting
stubby limbs and animated faces this engaging read or read aloud is joust the ticket for all young fans of non gender specific knightly
valor kirkus reviews jacob has saved his brother from the mirrorworld but now he will pay a terrible price a fairy s curse is burning in
his heart and to break the spell he must embark upon a perilous journey with his trusty friend fox by his side to seek out the only
treasure that could save him jacob s search for the golden crossbow will lead him across hundreds of miles by land and sea to an
invisible enchanted palace within the dead city it will bring him face to face with vicious beasts bloodthirsty giants and a deadly
stonefaced rival it will test his courage like never before cornelia funke is the highly acclaimed award winning and bestselling author of
the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord and numerous other children s novels and picture books born in 1958 in the german town
of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before turning first to illustration and then to writing her books have now
sold more than 20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into 37 languages from internationally acclaimed storyteller
cornelia funke this bestselling magical epic is now out in paperback one cruel night meggie s father reads aloud from a book called
inkheart and an evil ruler escapes the boundaries of fiction and lands in their living room suddenly meggie is smack in the middle of the kind
of adventure she has only read about in books meggie must learn to harness the magic that has conjured this nightmare for only she can
change the course of the story that has changed her life forever this is inkheart a timeless tale about books about imagination about
life dare to read it aloud a crash landing puts christmas in peril in this quirky funny and heartwarming holiday classic from the new york
times bestselling author of inkheart scared by a storm twinklestar the least reliable reindeer bolts causing santa and his sleigh to
crash land and though santa has dropped into a friendly neighborhood he s not safe jeremiah goblynch the ruthless new leader of the
council of yuleland is determined to put an end to children s wishes and turn the holiday season into his own personal moneymaking
scheme as the last real st nick around only santa stands between goblynch and his grinchlike plan with the help and hope of kids
charlotte and ben santa must face goblynch and his nutcracker goons to save christmas wonderfully imaginative details adventure
danger and a brave young santa who fights to preserve all that is magical and special about christmas make this a perfect read over a
mug of hot chocolate on a cold winter s night school library journal the humor plus some unusual character types sets this apart
from the general run of holiday tales kirkus reviews tagein tagaus nichts tun h�bsch aussehen und sich gut benehmen das kann auf die
dauer ganz sch�n langweilig sein so sch�n ist es gar nicht prinzessin zu sein isabella j�ngste von drei schwestern war es jedenfalls leid
immer nur in feinen kleidern und mit einer krone auf dem kopf herumzulaufen wie sollte man damit auf b�ume klettern prinzessinnen klettern
nicht auf b�ume wetterte ihr vater der k�nig aber da kam er bei seiner j�ngsten gerade recht ja ja ja rief isabella prinzessinnen tun
�berhaupt nichts was spa� macht nicht mal in der nase bohren da stampfte der k�nig mit dem fu� auf und befahl dass man seine tochter zum
kartoffelsch�len und zwiebelschneiden in die k�che bringen sollte isabella gefiel es in der k�che und als sie nach drei tagen immer noch nicht
gel�utert war lie� der k�nig sie in den schweinestall bringen im schweinestall gefiel es isabella noch besser sie blieb sogar nachts da
begriff der k�nig dass er verloren hatte komm zur�ck ins schloss t�chterchen seufzte er ich vermisse dich isabella tat ihm den gefallen ihm
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zuliebe setzte sie sogar ab und zu die krone auf aber zwischendurch schlief sie immer mal wieder im stall the complete new york times
bestselling inkheart series by cornelia funke magical thrilling and mesmerising i don t think i ve ever read anything that conveys so well
the joys terrors and pitfalls of reading diana wynne jones meggie loves stories but her father mo hasn t read to her since her mother
disappeared when a stranger knocks at their door mo is forced to reveal an extraordinary secret when he reads aloud words come alive
and dangerous characters step out of the pages suddenly meggie is living the kind of adventure she has only read about in books but this
one will change her life for ever book 1 now a major film starring andy serkis paul bettany and brendan fraser amid the crumbling
splendour of wintertime venice two orphans are on the run the mysterious thief lord offers shelter but a terrible danger is gathering
force first publication of the third book in cornelia funke s internationally bestselling reckless series the worlds on either side of the
mirror are about to collide and there s nothing jacob can do to stop them after a perilous encounter with an alder elf an immortal
trickturning creature to whom he owes a great debt jacob must journey back into the enchanted mirrorworld once again together with
fox his beautiful shapeshifting friend jacob has no choice but to follow his brother on the trail of the dark fairy who has fled deep into
the east to a land of folklore cossacks spies time eating witches and flying carpets but what exactly is the dark one running from
could it be the same danger that threatens jacob and fox the third book in the series the golden yarn is a thrilling tale of courage and
fear jealousy and forbidden desire in which love has the power both to save a life and to destroy it cornelia funke is the highly acclaimed
award winning and bestselling author of the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord and numerous other children s novels and
picture books born in 1958 in the german town of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before turning first to
illustration and then to writing her books have now sold more than 20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into 37
languages first publication of the third book in cornelia funke s internationally bestselling mirrorworld series the beloved and
bestselling author of inkheart returns with a chapter book full of mischief heart and kid mermaids these mermaid friends are fishing for
trouble lilly and fin are merpups mermaid kids who love to play and explore the caves outside the mermaid city they aren t really
supposed to leave the city but that s what makes it so much fun surely all those stories about two legs you know humans and sea
monsters are just made up to scare young merpups little do they know a real live human couple is on the hunt for a mermaid to add to
their collection of rare sea creatures if two legs exist what about sea monsters with fun full color illustrations by the author
herself this adventure is sure to capture all two legged chapter book readers cornelia funke has written her way into the hearts and
imaginations of audiences worldwide clive barker time magazine mo a gentle bookbinder with an extraordinary secret and his daughter
meggie love books yet he has not read aloud to her since her mother disappeared years ago after a mysterious stranger visits them mo
tells meggie they must go into hiding but why and from whom morry is a book in a library waiting to tell his story violetta is a little
princess who wants to be as good a knight as her big brothers at night she slips into the woods and secretly trains to become the
cleverest bravest knight in the land her kingly father holds a big tournament in her honor will she be ready to fight in it meggie loves
stories but her father mo hasn t read aloud to her since her mother mysteriously disappeared when a stranger knocks at their door mo is
forced to reveal an extraordinary secret when he reads aloud words come alive and dangerous characters step out of the pages
suddenly meggie is living the kind of adventure she has only read about in books but this one will change her life forever especially when
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she slips into the dark enchanted inkworld reading has never been so exciting or dangerous the mirrorworld anthology is a collection of
illustrated stories that expand on the fantasy world of author cornelia funke sreckless series of novels the anthology explores
stories that show what its like to live in this world as well as origin stories for heroes villains that may have not survived the
novels vengeance awaits in the follow up to the epic award winning new york times bestselling inkheart trilogy by internationally
acclaimed author cornelia funke five years have passed since the events of inkdeath at last peace reigns in ombra where meggie mo
dustfinger and all the other residents lead a happy carefree life but it has been a different story for orpheus who after fleeing to the
north has spent his days living a meager and deprived existence fueled only by his thirst for revenge against dustfinger and all those who
betrayed him now orpheus is willing to use any means necessary to take revenge even the darkest spell the ink world has to offer when
dustfinger s deepest fears come true he ll have to figure out whether the words still obey him or is he the one who should be afraid of
the pictures this time the beloved and bestselling author of inkheart brings imagination adventure and humor to a swashbuckling full
color chapter book who needs a treasure map when you have a pirate pig with a nose for gold stout sam and his deckhand pip find a pig
washed up in a barrel on the beach they want to keep her as a pet but they soon realize julie is no ordinary pig she can sniff out treasure
what happens if barracuda bill the greediest and meanest pirate who ever sailed the seas hears about julie s special talent cornelia funke
s charming and fun chapter books are available to an american audience for the very first time a delightful diverse selection of fairy
tales from around the world by one of our most beloved children s writers international bestselling children s author cornelia funke
has long been inspired and fascinated by fairy tales this wonderful anthology is funke s personal selection of fairy tales from all
around the world not just from her native germany but from russia japan and the native american tradition it s the perfect christmas
gift for any young reader wishing to discover the wider world of fairy tales this wonderful selection of 13 tales includes the tale of
the firebird russia the boy who drew cats japan the frog princess ukraine the six swans germany the girl who gave a knight a kiss out of
necessity sweden kotura lord of the winds siberia ever since jacob reckless was a child he has been escaping to a hidden world through a
portal in his father s abandoned study over the years he s made a name for himself as a finder of enchanted items and buried secrets he s
also made many enemies and allies most important fox a beautiful shape shifting vixen whom jacob cares for more than he lets on but life
in this other world is about to change tragedy strikes when jacob s younger brother will follows him through the portal brutally
attacked will is infected with a curse that is quickly transforming him into a goyl a ruthless killing machine with skin made of stone
jacob is prepared to fight to save his brother but in a land built on trickery and lies jacob will need all the wit courage and reckless
spirit he can summon to reverse the dark spell before it s too late cornelia funke is a german author who writes children s fiction that
fits mainly into the fantasy and adventure genres funke has won numerous awards for her work including the prestigious roswitha prize
interviews with the author herself and important people in her life provide insight into her early childhood and her climb to the top
readers will gain insight into how this artist continues to unveil imaginative works that entice lovers of fantasy and adventure from
international phenomenon cornelia funke the bestselling author of reckless and inkheart eleven year old jon whitcroft never expected to
enjoy boarding school then again he never expected to be confronted by a pack of vengeful ghosts either and then he meets ella a quirky
new friend with a taste for adventure together jon and ella must work to uncover the secrets of a centuries old murder while being
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haunted by terrifying spirits their bloodless faces set on revenge so when jon summons the ghost of the late knight longspee for his
protection there s just one question can longspee truly be trusted after looking after charlie s grandma s chickens best friends charlie
hannah izzie and xa alexandra form a secret club formed by the first letters of their names they are the c h i x they wear a feather
around their necks look for adventure and swear an oath to never eat poultry emma loves to visit grandma dolly and her animal
sanctuary in the summer holidays emma s grandmother is asked to take inmississippi the horse of her friend who has passed away emma can
t believe her luck when grandma then gives her mississippi the stunning inkheart trilogy is complete and available in this e bindup from
internationally acclaimed storyteller cornelia funke this bestselling magical epic is getting new covers in anticipation of the long
awaited fourth book in the series one cruel night meggie s father reads aloud from a book called inkheart and an evil ruler escapes the
boundaries of fiction and lands in their living room suddenly meggie is smack in the middle of the kind of adventure she has only read about
in books meggie must learn to harness the magic that has conjured this nightmare for only she can change the course of the story that
has changed her life forever this is inkheart a timeless tale about books about imagination about life dare to read it aloud ferocious
captain firebeard may think that he and the cruel crew of the horrible haddock rule the high seas but he hasn t reckoned on a small daring
girl called molly and he certainly should never have kidnapped her molly soon proves to be sharper and quicker than any of the pirate
gang s cutlasses and before long firebeard must face his comeuppance the fury of her fearsome mum the last winged horses are on the
brink of extinction three foals lie curled in their eggs in a sanctuary for threatened creatures where a young dragon rider lives with his
silver dragon the foals are ill and the pair volunteer to seek the only cure a griffin s feather but griffins with the heads of eagles and
the bodies of lions are a dragon s fiercest enemy and live far across the world in the sweltering jungle a dangerous and exciting
adventure begins sir tristan and his cat have decimated the mouse population of raven castle can the last survivors defeat the
ferocious feline with the help of some homemade armour and a heroic mouse knight a brilliant fantasy adventure from bestseller cornelia
funke now in a hi lo dyslexia friendly format for the struggling middle grade reader
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Reckless 2010-09-14 ever since jacob reckless was a child he has been escaping to a hidden world through a portal in his father s
abandoned study over the years he has made a name for himself as a finder of enchanted items and buried secrets he s also made many
enemies and allies most important fox a beautiful shape shifting vixen whom jacob cares for more than he lets on but life in this other
world is about to change tragedy strikes when jacob s younger brother will follows him through the portal brutally attacked will is
infected with a curse that is quickly transforming him into a goyl a ruthless killing machine with skin made of stone jacob is prepared to
fight to save his brother but in a land built on trickery and lies jacob will need all the wit courage and reckless spirit he can summon to
reverse the dark spell before it s too late
Inkspell (Inkheart Trilogy, Book 2) 2011-10-01 the captivating sequel to inkheart the critically acclaimed international bestseller by
cornelia funke available for the first time in a beautifully designed trade paperback although a year has passed not a day goes by
without meggie thinking of inkheart the book whose characters became real but for dustfinger the fire eater brought into being from
words the need to return to the tale has become desperate when he finds a crooked storyteller with the ability to read him back
dustfinger leaves behind his young apprentice farid and plunges into the medieval world of his past distraught farid goes in search of
meggie and before long both are caught inside the book too but the story is threatening to evolve in ways neither of them could ever
have imagined
Fearless 2013-04-02 jacob reckless returns once again to the mirrorworld filled with profound characters extraordinary creatures
and epic life or death treasure hunts that could only come from the mind of the master storyteller of our generation cornelia funke
jacob reckless has only a few months left to live he s tried everything to shake the fairy curse that traded his life for his brother s
legends such as the all healing apple the well of eternal youth the blood of a northern djinn and yet hope after hope is extinguished
after months of fruitless searching jacob journeys through his father s mirror one final time to deliver the bad news to fox but there
they hear of one last possibility an item so legendary that not even mirrorworlders believe it exists a crossbow that can kill
thousands or heal one when shot through the heart but a goyl treasure hunter is also searching for the prized crossbow jacob must
find it first and somehow convince fox to do whatever it takes to save him
Lost Angeles 2018-09 a magical winter s tale set in mirrorworld london in a land of elves mermaids and trolls true magic is where you
least expect it in the snow covered city of londra young tabetha survives by finding treasures in the mudbanks of the river themse on
christmas eve a sinister stranger asks her to keep her eyes open for a priceless long lost magical object the glass of lead and gold as
word of the glass spreads across the city tabetha finds hersef with some unlikely companions not least a one armed girl with a rather
impressive soup chef but will tabetha discover that there are even greater fortunes to be found than the magical glass cornelia funke is
the highly acclaimed award winning and bestselling author of the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord and the reckless series
which is published by pushkin born in 1958 in the german town of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before turning
first to illustration and then to writing her books have now sold more than 20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into
37 languages cornelia lives in los angeles
The Glass of Lead and Gold 2018-09-27 the thrilling fourth instalment in cornelia funke s internationally bestselling reckless series
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the fourth adventure through the mirror leads to the far east where jacob and fox finally track down will who is travelling with
rival hunter nerron in spite of his misgivings jacob agrees to go with them to the island of the foxes in quest of another magical mirror
but their search quickly leads them into more peril and as jacob seeks security for himself and fox he is reminded of a disturbing promise he
once made that now threatens everything full of fairy tales and legends old friends and new enemies the silver tracks is the long awaited
fourth volume in the thrilling reckless series
Reckless IV: The Silver Tracks 2021-11-16 life in the inkworld has been far from easy since the extraordinary events of inkspell when
the story of inkheart magically drew meggie mo and dustfinger back into its pages with dustfinger dead and the evil adderhead now in
control the story in which they are all caught has taken an unhappy turn even elinor left alone in the real world believes her family to
be lost lost between the covers of a book but as winter comes on there is reason to hope if only meggie and mo can rewrite the wrongs
of the past and make a dangerous pact with death the final book in the inkheart trilogy
Inkdeath 2011-11-03 enter the magical world behind the mirrors the thrilling first instalment in the reckless series by renowned
bestselling author cornelia funke jacob has uncovered the doorway to another world hidden behind a mirror it is a place of dark magic
and enchanted objects scheming dwarves and fearsome ogres fairies born from water and men born from stone here he hunts for treasure
and seeks adventure in the company of fox a beautiful shape shifting girl who guides and guards him but now jacob s younger brother has
followed him into the mirrored world and all that was freedom has turned to fear because a deadly curse has been spoken and jacob
must risk his life to reverse it before his brother is turned to stone forever revised and updated by cornelia funke the petrified flesh is the
first book in the thrilling reckless series
Reckless I: The Petrified Flesh 2021-06-08 the beloved and bestselling author of inkheart returns with a chapter book full of mischief
heart hilarious illustrations and pet monsters goodbye earthworms hello chocolate cake ruffleclaw is a furry red monster who lives
under a toolshed and he s sick of eating bugs when he decides to move in with a family of humans he climbs right into bed with a boy named
tommy tommy wants to keep ruffleclaw as a pet but it won t be easy ruffleclaw makes huge messes he spits he drinks shampoo and he
eats everything in the fridge along with the plates can tommy teach his monster to behave cornelia funke s signature touch of
imagination and humor delights young readers in her chapter books emma and the blue genie the pirate pig and ruffleclaw
Ruffleclaw 2015-11-10 brave young dragon firedrake and his orphan friend ben start a perilous journey to the legendary rim of heaven
but close behind is a heartless monster who aches to destroy the very last dragons on earth
Dragon Rider 2013-10-03 jacob reckless returns once again to the mirrorworld filled with profound characters extraordinary
creatures and epic life or death treasure hunts that could only come from the mind of the master storyteller of our generation cornelia
funke jacob reckless has only a few months left to live he s tried everything to shake the fairy curse that traded his life for his brother
s legends such as the all healing apple the well of eternal youth the blood of a northern djinn and yet hope after hope is extinguished
after months of fruitless searching jacob journeys through his father s mirror one final time to deliver the bad news to fox but there
they hear of one last possibility an item so legendary that not even mirrorworlders believe it exists a crossbow that can kill
thousands or heal one when shot through the heart but a goyl treasure hunter is also searching for the prized crossbow jacob must
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find it first and somehow convince fox to do whatever it takes to save him
Living Shadows 2016-10-11 the new york times bestselling author of inkheart and dragon rider delivers an inventive re imagining of the
knight in shining armor story publishers weekly starred review igraine dreams of becoming a famous knight just like her great grandfather
but the truth is life at the family castle is rather boring until the nephew of the baroness next door shows up he s got a dastardly plan
to capture the castle and claim as his own the wonderful singing spell books that belong to igraine s magician parents to make matters
worse at the very moment of the siege her mom and dad botch a spell turning themselves into pigs aided by a gentle giant and a sorrowful
knight it s up to igraine to be brave and save the day and the books illustrated with pen and ink sketches of igraine in action plus many
tiny tomes sporting stubby limbs and animated faces this engaging read or read aloud is joust the ticket for all young fans of non gender
specific knightly valor kirkus reviews
Igraine the Brave 2011-10-01 jacob has saved his brother from the mirrorworld but now he will pay a terrible price a fairy s curse is
burning in his heart and to break the spell he must embark upon a perilous journey with his trusty friend fox by his side to seek out the
only treasure that could save him jacob s search for the golden crossbow will lead him across hundreds of miles by land and sea to an
invisible enchanted palace within the dead city it will bring him face to face with vicious beasts bloodthirsty giants and a deadly
stonefaced rival it will test his courage like never before cornelia funke is the highly acclaimed award winning and bestselling author of
the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord and numerous other children s novels and picture books born in 1958 in the german town
of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before turning first to illustration and then to writing her books have now
sold more than 20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into 37 languages
Reckless II: Living Shadows 2016-09-29 from internationally acclaimed storyteller cornelia funke this bestselling magical epic is now
out in paperback one cruel night meggie s father reads aloud from a book called inkheart and an evil ruler escapes the boundaries of
fiction and lands in their living room suddenly meggie is smack in the middle of the kind of adventure she has only read about in books
meggie must learn to harness the magic that has conjured this nightmare for only she can change the course of the story that has
changed her life forever this is inkheart a timeless tale about books about imagination about life dare to read it aloud
Inkheart (Inkheart Trilogy, Book 1) 2011-10-01 a crash landing puts christmas in peril in this quirky funny and heartwarming holiday
classic from the new york times bestselling author of inkheart scared by a storm twinklestar the least reliable reindeer bolts causing
santa and his sleigh to crash land and though santa has dropped into a friendly neighborhood he s not safe jeremiah goblynch the
ruthless new leader of the council of yuleland is determined to put an end to children s wishes and turn the holiday season into his own
personal moneymaking scheme as the last real st nick around only santa stands between goblynch and his grinchlike plan with the help
and hope of kids charlotte and ben santa must face goblynch and his nutcracker goons to save christmas wonderfully imaginative
details adventure danger and a brave young santa who fights to preserve all that is magical and special about christmas make this a
perfect read over a mug of hot chocolate on a cold winter s night school library journal the humor plus some unusual character types
sets this apart from the general run of holiday tales kirkus reviews
When Santa Fell to Earth 2011-10-01 tagein tagaus nichts tun h�bsch aussehen und sich gut benehmen das kann auf die dauer ganz
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sch�n langweilig sein so sch�n ist es gar nicht prinzessin zu sein isabella j�ngste von drei schwestern war es jedenfalls leid immer nur in
feinen kleidern und mit einer krone auf dem kopf herumzulaufen wie sollte man damit auf b�ume klettern prinzessinnen klettern nicht auf
b�ume wetterte ihr vater der k�nig aber da kam er bei seiner j�ngsten gerade recht ja ja ja rief isabella prinzessinnen tun �berhaupt nichts
was spa� macht nicht mal in der nase bohren da stampfte der k�nig mit dem fu� auf und befahl dass man seine tochter zum
kartoffelsch�len und zwiebelschneiden in die k�che bringen sollte isabella gefiel es in der k�che und als sie nach drei tagen immer noch nicht
gel�utert war lie� der k�nig sie in den schweinestall bringen im schweinestall gefiel es isabella noch besser sie blieb sogar nachts da
begriff der k�nig dass er verloren hatte komm zur�ck ins schloss t�chterchen seufzte er ich vermisse dich isabella tat ihm den gefallen ihm
zuliebe setzte sie sogar ab und zu die krone auf aber zwischendurch schlief sie immer mal wieder im stall
Prinzessin Isabella 1997 the complete new york times bestselling inkheart series by cornelia funke magical thrilling and mesmerising i don t
think i ve ever read anything that conveys so well the joys terrors and pitfalls of reading diana wynne jones meggie loves stories but her
father mo hasn t read to her since her mother disappeared when a stranger knocks at their door mo is forced to reveal an extraordinary
secret when he reads aloud words come alive and dangerous characters step out of the pages suddenly meggie is living the kind of
adventure she has only read about in books but this one will change her life for ever book 1 now a major film starring andy serkis paul
bettany and brendan fraser
The Complete Ink Trilogy (Inkheart, Inkspell, Inkdeath) 2020-05-07 amid the crumbling splendour of wintertime venice two orphans are
on the run the mysterious thief lord offers shelter but a terrible danger is gathering force
The Thief Lord 2013-10-03 first publication of the third book in cornelia funke s internationally bestselling reckless series the worlds
on either side of the mirror are about to collide and there s nothing jacob can do to stop them after a perilous encounter with an alder
elf an immortal trickturning creature to whom he owes a great debt jacob must journey back into the enchanted mirrorworld once again
together with fox his beautiful shapeshifting friend jacob has no choice but to follow his brother on the trail of the dark fairy who has
fled deep into the east to a land of folklore cossacks spies time eating witches and flying carpets but what exactly is the dark one
running from could it be the same danger that threatens jacob and fox the third book in the series the golden yarn is a thrilling tale of
courage and fear jealousy and forbidden desire in which love has the power both to save a life and to destroy it cornelia funke is the
highly acclaimed award winning and bestselling author of the inkheart trilogy dragon rider the thief lord and numerous other children s
novels and picture books born in 1958 in the german town of dorsten she worked as a social worker for a few years before turning first
to illustration and then to writing her books have now sold more than 20 million copies worldwide and have been translated into 37
languages
Reckless III 2016-11-03 first publication of the third book in cornelia funke s internationally bestselling mirrorworld series
The Golden Yarn 2016-11 the beloved and bestselling author of inkheart returns with a chapter book full of mischief heart and kid
mermaids these mermaid friends are fishing for trouble lilly and fin are merpups mermaid kids who love to play and explore the caves
outside the mermaid city they aren t really supposed to leave the city but that s what makes it so much fun surely all those stories
about two legs you know humans and sea monsters are just made up to scare young merpups little do they know a real live human
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couple is on the hunt for a mermaid to add to their collection of rare sea creatures if two legs exist what about sea monsters with fun
full color illustrations by the author herself this adventure is sure to capture all two legged chapter book readers cornelia funke
has written her way into the hearts and imaginations of audiences worldwide clive barker time magazine
Lilly and Fin 2017-05-16 mo a gentle bookbinder with an extraordinary secret and his daughter meggie love books yet he has not read
aloud to her since her mother disappeared years ago after a mysterious stranger visits them mo tells meggie they must go into hiding but
why and from whom
Inkheart 2009 morry is a book in a library waiting to tell his story
The Book No One Ever Read 2017-05-14 violetta is a little princess who wants to be as good a knight as her big brothers at night she
slips into the woods and secretly trains to become the cleverest bravest knight in the land her kingly father holds a big tournament in
her honor will she be ready to fight in it
The Princess Knight 2004 meggie loves stories but her father mo hasn t read aloud to her since her mother mysteriously disappeared when
a stranger knocks at their door mo is forced to reveal an extraordinary secret when he reads aloud words come alive and dangerous
characters step out of the pages suddenly meggie is living the kind of adventure she has only read about in books but this one will
change her life forever especially when she slips into the dark enchanted inkworld reading has never been so exciting or dangerous
Inkheart Trilogy 2009 the mirrorworld anthology is a collection of illustrated stories that expand on the fantasy world of author
cornelia funke sreckless series of novels the anthology explores stories that show what its like to live in this world as well as origin
stories for heroes villains that may have not survived the novels
The Reckless Anthology 2020-09-15 vengeance awaits in the follow up to the epic award winning new york times bestselling inkheart
trilogy by internationally acclaimed author cornelia funke five years have passed since the events of inkdeath at last peace reigns in
ombra where meggie mo dustfinger and all the other residents lead a happy carefree life but it has been a different story for orpheus who
after fleeing to the north has spent his days living a meager and deprived existence fueled only by his thirst for revenge against
dustfinger and all those who betrayed him now orpheus is willing to use any means necessary to take revenge even the darkest spell the
ink world has to offer when dustfinger s deepest fears come true he ll have to figure out whether the words still obey him or is he the
one who should be afraid of the pictures this time
Inkworld: The Color of Revenge (The Inkheart Series, Book #4) 2024-11-12 the beloved and bestselling author of inkheart brings
imagination adventure and humor to a swashbuckling full color chapter book who needs a treasure map when you have a pirate pig with
a nose for gold stout sam and his deckhand pip find a pig washed up in a barrel on the beach they want to keep her as a pet but they soon
realize julie is no ordinary pig she can sniff out treasure what happens if barracuda bill the greediest and meanest pirate who ever sailed
the seas hears about julie s special talent cornelia funke s charming and fun chapter books are available to an american audience for the
very first time
The Pirate Pig 2015-06-23 a delightful diverse selection of fairy tales from around the world by one of our most beloved children s
writers international bestselling children s author cornelia funke has long been inspired and fascinated by fairy tales this wonderful
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anthology is funke s personal selection of fairy tales from all around the world not just from her native germany but from russia japan
and the native american tradition it s the perfect christmas gift for any young reader wishing to discover the wider world of fairy tales
this wonderful selection of 13 tales includes the tale of the firebird russia the boy who drew cats japan the frog princess ukraine the
six swans germany the girl who gave a knight a kiss out of necessity sweden kotura lord of the winds siberia
Cornelia Funke erz�hlt von B�cherfressern, Dachbodengespenstern und anderen Helden 2007 ever since jacob reckless was a child he has
been escaping to a hidden world through a portal in his father s abandoned study over the years he s made a name for himself as a finder
of enchanted items and buried secrets he s also made many enemies and allies most important fox a beautiful shape shifting vixen whom
jacob cares for more than he lets on but life in this other world is about to change tragedy strikes when jacob s younger brother will
follows him through the portal brutally attacked will is infected with a curse that is quickly transforming him into a goyl a ruthless
killing machine with skin made of stone jacob is prepared to fight to save his brother but in a land built on trickery and lies jacob will
need all the wit courage and reckless spirit he can summon to reverse the dark spell before it s too late
Through the Water Curtain and other Tales from Around the World 2021-01-12 cornelia funke is a german author who writes
children s fiction that fits mainly into the fantasy and adventure genres funke has won numerous awards for her work including the
prestigious roswitha prize interviews with the author herself and important people in her life provide insight into her early childhood and
her climb to the top readers will gain insight into how this artist continues to unveil imaginative works that entice lovers of fantasy
and adventure
The Petrified Flesh 2016 from international phenomenon cornelia funke the bestselling author of reckless and inkheart eleven year old jon
whitcroft never expected to enjoy boarding school then again he never expected to be confronted by a pack of vengeful ghosts either and
then he meets ella a quirky new friend with a taste for adventure together jon and ella must work to uncover the secrets of a centuries
old murder while being haunted by terrifying spirits their bloodless faces set on revenge so when jon summons the ghost of the late knight
longspee for his protection there s just one question can longspee truly be trusted
Cornelia Funke 2013-08-01 after looking after charlie s grandma s chickens best friends charlie hannah izzie and xa alexandra form a
secret club formed by the first letters of their names they are the c h i x they wear a feather around their necks look for adventure and
swear an oath to never eat poultry
Ghost Knight 2012-05-01 emma loves to visit grandma dolly and her animal sanctuary in the summer holidays emma s grandmother is
asked to take inmississippi the horse of her friend who has passed away emma can t believe her luck when grandma then gives her mississippi
The Summer Gang 2011 the stunning inkheart trilogy is complete and available in this e bindup from internationally acclaimed
storyteller cornelia funke this bestselling magical epic is getting new covers in anticipation of the long awaited fourth book in the
series one cruel night meggie s father reads aloud from a book called inkheart and an evil ruler escapes the boundaries of fiction and
lands in their living room suddenly meggie is smack in the middle of the kind of adventure she has only read about in books meggie must
learn to harness the magic that has conjured this nightmare for only she can change the course of the story that has changed her life
forever this is inkheart a timeless tale about books about imagination about life dare to read it aloud
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Saving Mississippi 2011 ferocious captain firebeard may think that he and the cruel crew of the horrible haddock rule the high seas but
he hasn t reckoned on a small daring girl called molly and he certainly should never have kidnapped her molly soon proves to be sharper
and quicker than any of the pirate gang s cutlasses and before long firebeard must face his comeuppance the fury of her fearsome mum
The Inkheart Trilogy 2020-11-10 the last winged horses are on the brink of extinction three foals lie curled in their eggs in a
sanctuary for threatened creatures where a young dragon rider lives with his silver dragon the foals are ill and the pair volunteer to
seek the only cure a griffin s feather but griffins with the heads of eagles and the bodies of lions are a dragon s fiercest enemy and live
far across the world in the sweltering jungle a dangerous and exciting adventure begins
Pirate Girl 2006 sir tristan and his cat have decimated the mouse population of raven castle can the last survivors defeat the
ferocious feline with the help of some homemade armour and a heroic mouse knight a brilliant fantasy adventure from bestseller cornelia
funke now in a hi lo dyslexia friendly format for the struggling middle grade reader
Dragon Rider: the Griffin's Feather 2017-07-06
Gawain Greytail and the Terrible Tab 2021-09
Inkheart 2009
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